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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
This paper continues a study of the character ring of a finite group begun 
in [S]. In [S] we characterized generalized permutation characters-that is, 
integral linear combinations of permutation characters of a group G. Our 
characterization involved, for each prime p dividing 1 G ] and each cyclic p’- 
subgroup (x) of G, p-Sylow subgroups P, of C,(x) and pX of N&x) chosen 
so that P, E P,. To determine if a generalized character x of G is a 
generalized permutation character, one checks whether for each p and (x) as 
above a certain generalized character xX of P, extends to a suitable p-integral 
combination of characters of i),. 
In this paper we will characterize integral linear combinations of 
characters AC where A is a linear character of a subgroup of G and the order 
of A divides a fixed integer m. We will call such characters IZG m-monomial 
characters. Integral linear combinations of m-monomial characters are called 
generalized m-monomial characters. We may assume, of course, that m 
divides ( G I. 
When m= 1, an m-monomial character is precisely a transitive 
permutation character, integral linear combinations of which were charac- 
terized in ]5] as described above. When m = ] G ], the m-monomial characters 
include all monomial characters of G, and by Brauer’ s induction theorem, 
any generalized character of G is generalized m-monomial. 
Thus, the two extreme cases m = 1 and m = ] G 1 have been dealt with, so 
the purpose of this paper is to establish intermediate theorems between the 
main theorem of [S] and Braucr’s characterization of characters. Since we 
work mostly with p-integral rather than integral linear combinations of 
characters the main theorem of this paper in the case m = ] G 1 will yield not 
exactly Brauer’s characterization of characters but rather a p-integral 
version, due to J. Thompson, which says that a class function x on G is a 
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generalized character of G if and only if all the xX mentioned above are 
linear combinations, with appropriate coefftcients, of characters of P,. 
Thompson’s theorem was designed to be used to verify that certain class 
functions on the Monster group are generalized characters. This verification 
was carried out by Fong et aE., see [3]. 
From the brief description we have given of the main theorem of [5] and 
of Thompson’s theorem, one might guess that the main theorem of this paper 
would involve the extendibility of xX to a suitable linear combination of 
characters of some subgroup P(m, x) with P, E P(m, x) s P, . That is the 
case; for the precise meaning of “suitable” see the statement of the main 
theorem and the remarks following the main theorem. 
We will not state the main theorem is this introduction because a 
considerable number of definitions would have to be given first. To prove the 
main theorem we use the methods and results of [5] as well as ideas taken 
from at least two different proofs of Brauer’s characterization of characters. 
Besides giving some new insight into the character ring of a finite group 
and Brauer’s characterization of characters, our results have several 
applications. The Main Theorem can be used to estimate Schur indices of 
irreducible characters of G from the character table of G as in [4]. As 
another application we give in Corollary 1 a refinement of a theorem of 
Solomon concerning cyclotomic fields over which every x E Irr(G) has Schur 
index 1. 
2. NOTATION 
For much of this paper, a finite group G, a prime number p, a cyclic p’- 
subgroup (x) of G, and a positive integer m will be fixed. P, will denote ap- 
Sylow of C,(x) and pX will denote a p-Sylow of NG(x) containing P,. If x is 
a class function on G, xX is the class function on P, defined by x,(p) =&x) 
for p E P,. We will denote by m’ the g.c.d. of m and 1 (x)1, and by (x), the 
unique subgroup of (x) of order m'. The subgroup N(m, x) of G is defined to 
be N&x) n C,((x),). We define P(m, x) to be N(m, x) n P, ; so P(m, x) is a 
p-Sylow of N(m,x) and P,~P(m,x)c~,. 
We denote by Q, the cyclotomic field generated over Q by a primitive 
mth root of 1. 0, will denote the ring of algebraic integers in Q,. We denote 
by ZP the ring of integers localized at p and by O,,P the semi-local Dedekind 
domain Z, @ 0,. This tensor product and all others in the paper are to be 
taken over Z. 
Given G, p, m, and x as above, we define the Q,-rational pi-section 
S(m, x) to consist of those elements of G whose p/-parts are G-conjugate to 
an element x’ of (x) such that x is conjugate to x’ by an automorphism of 
(x) which centralizes (x),; i.e., x and x’ are “Q,-conjugate.” We will 
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sometimes denote the rational @-section S( 1, X) by S, as in [5]. The charac- 
teristic function of S(m,‘x) will be denoted by lSCm,x). 
P(G, m), R(G, m), and Q(G, m) will denote the rings of all integral linear 
combinations of m-monomial characters, characters of Q,[G]-modules, and 
Q,-valued characters of G, respectively. Note that P(G, m) c R(G, m) c 
QG 4. 
We will need to consider rings of functions on G analogous to the three 
defined above, but whose coefficient rings are larger than the integers. Tensor 
products will be used to denote such rings. For example O,,, 0 P(G, m) will 
be the ring of all O,,,- linear combinations of m-monomial characters of G. 
Finally, as in [5], if 19 is a class function on a not necessarily normal 
subgroup H of a group G, 8 is said to be G-invariant if 8 takes the same 
value at any two G-conjugate lements of H. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a p-group and let m be a power of p. Then 
R (G, m) = P(G, m). 
Proof: We follow Rasmussen [7]. The assumption on m is necessary; if 
p = 2, m = 3, and G is quaternion of order 8, then the nonlinear irreducible 
character of G lies in R(G, m) but not in P(G, m). We may and will assume 
that m > 1 if p is odd and m > 2 if p = 2 since the result is known otherwise; 
see [7]. 
To prove the proposition it suffices to show for each x E Irr(G) that 
x = CacGal@,Or~,Q,~ x= lies in P(G, m). If x is nonlinear, then by [2, 14.31 
there is a subgroup H s G of index p and [ E Irr(H) such that t;” =x and 
Q,(r) = Q,&). Then 5” =X and we are through by induction. 
If x is linear, we may assume G is cyclic. If ] G] < m, then obviously 
x E P(G, m). If 1 G ] > m, then 2 = Or].&’ E P(G, m), where Z, denotes the 
unique subgroup of G of order m. 
Remark. Proposition 1 will be needed for the proof of Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let S, be a rational p’section in G. Then the charac- 
teristic function lSX lies in P(G, l&. In fact, lSX = CiJ (~~,l&~,) for some 
aijEZ,, PicPx, and (x~)c(x). 
Proof. This is Theorem 2 of (51, which is proved in [4]. 
LEMMA 1. Let S(m, x) be a Q,-rational p’-section of G and let T(m, x) 
be the Q,-rationalp’-section of N(m, x) containing x. Then l&,,x) = lS(m,x,. 
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ProoJ: Let w = l$(m,X,. Since the G-conjugates of T(m, x) lie in S(m, x), 
w vanishes off S(m,x). Thus, it suffices to show that w(pxe) = 1 for 
pxe E T(m, x). This follows from the observation that r(m, x) is a trivial 
intersection set in G with normalizer N(m,x). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let p be a prime, x a PI-element of G. Then 
1 s(m, x) E Ont,,p @ P(G, ml* 
ProoJ By Lemma 1, we may and will assume that G = N(m, x). We let 
S = S(m, x). 
We shall use an idea from the proof of Brauer’s induction theorem in [6]. 
We let R be the subring of O,,,, 0 P(G, m) consisting of those functions 
with support on S. We want to show that 1, lies in R. Since R is a ring of 
functions on the finite set S with values in Om,p, it suffices, by a trivial 
modification of [6, Lemma 8.51, to produce for each y E S a 13, E R such 
that 0,(v) is prime top in O,,,. We are using the fact that every maximal 
ideal in the semilocal Dedekind domain O,,p contains PO,,~. 
If 8 E R and pxe E S, we have B(pxe) = O(xe) = B(x) modulo every 
maximal ideal of O,,,. The congruence is well known; see [ 1, p. 2761. The 
equality follows. from an “algebraically conjugate characters” argument 
which we give in detail. Similar arguments occurring later in this paper will 
not be given in detail. 
To prove the equality in the preceding paragraph let x have order n, let E 
be a primitive nth root of 1, and let a E Gal(Q,/Q) be defined by ea = E~. By 
the definition of .S(m, x), a fixes a primitive m’th root of 1, so r,r(xe) = r(x)” 
for any Q,,-linear combination q of characters of G. If 0 is as in the 
preceding paragraph, then 0(x) lies in Q,,,,, so t9(xe) = e(x)O = e(x). 
Therefore Proposition 3 will be proved if we can produce an element 0 of 
R such that B(x) is a p/-integer. Let n(m) be the set of primes dividing m and 
let x, and x2 be the z(m)’ and rr(m) parts of x, respectively. We shall 
produce elements 0, E O,,,, @ P(G/(x,), m) and gZ E O,,,, @ P(G/(x,), m) 
whose inflations to G will be denoted by B, and 8, such that 8 = 8,8, will 
have the properties we want. 
In what follows, bars will denote images of subgroups or subsets of G in 
G/(x,) or G/(x,). We may identify subgroups of G which are disjoint from 
(x,) with their images in G/(x1), and similarly for G/(x*). 
Let S,, be the rational p’section of x, in G/(x2). Let $, be the charac- 
teristic function of SX, which lies in Z, @ P(G/(x,), 1) by Proposition 2. 
We now define B,, following the Brauer-Tate proof of Brauer’s induction 
theorem. Let Ai (1 < i < rn- the linear characters of (x2) of order dividing 
m’. Let A = (l/m’) JjJr!r A,(x) A. We have A E O,,,, @ P((x2), m) and A is, 
in fact, the characteristic function of the Q,-rational p’section of x2 in (x2). 
Let P be ap-Sylow of G/(x,). P is also a p-Sylow of CG,(X,) (x2) because (x2) 
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is a cyclic@-group and each prime order subgroup of (x2) lies in (x),and is, 
therefore, centralized by P E N(m, x) = G. Let 1, be the principal character 
of P and let & = (1, X A)G’(xl) E O,,,p 0 P(G/(x,>, m). We have &(x2) = 
[G/(x,) : P x (x2)] by the definition of induced characters, so &(x2) is a p’- 
integer. 
Finally 8(x) = (8,8,)(x) = 8,(x,)8,(x,) is a p/-integer and BE O,,,p 0 
P(G, m). To finish the proof that 1, lies in R, we must show that 0 has 
support on S. This follows because 8, has support on S(x,, m), t$ has 
support on S(x,, m), and S(x, m) is the intersection of the inverse images in 
G of S(x,, m) and S(x,, m). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let m be a power of a prime p and let 
x E Q 0 Q(G, m). Then x E Z,, 0 P(G, m) if and only if xX extends to an 
N&x)-invariant element i of Z, @ R(pX, m) for all cyclic p’-subgroups (x) 
of G. 
Proof: This is a slight generalization of the main theorem of [5] and the 
proof is almost identical. We wish to give one part of the argument here 
because it was treated rather sketchily in [5] and because we will refer to it 
later in this paper. 
We want to show that the class function Ext Inf i of [5] is well defined. 
We define Ext Infi to be 0 off the conjugates of p(x) and we define 
(Ext Inf x?(pxa)g) = i(p) for p E P, x0 E (x), and g E G = N&x). We must 
show that if (px”)” = (qx”)’ for p, q E P, g, h E G, and integers a, b, then p 
and q are G-conjugate. It would then follow from the G-invariance of i that 
i(p) = i(q). To prove that p and q are G-conjugate note that p is G-conjugate 
to an element of the form qx’. Sylow’s theorem yields that (q) and (qx’) are 
conjugate in the group (q, xc). If we had qd conjugate to qx’ in (q, xc) for 
some integer d, then qd would be conjugate to q in the abelian group (4); so 
qd = q, thus q is conjugate to qxC in (q, xc), and sop is conjugate to q in G. 
This argument shows that x^ is N,(x)-invariant if and only if i is 
N,(x)/(x)-invariant, where P is considered as a subgroup of N,Jx)/(x). 
LEMMA 2. Let x E Q @ Q(G, m). Then ~ls(~,~) E O,,,D 0 P(G,m) if 
and only ifx~(~,~) ~TM,~) E O,J,~ 0 P(N(m, x), m), where T(m, x) is the Q,- 
rational p’-section of N(m, x) containing x. 
ProoJ Let S, T, and N be s(m, x), T(m, x), and N(m, x), respectively. 
First suppose that xl, E O,,,,,, @ P(G, m). Then klslN E O,l,D @ P(N, m); 
so by Proposition 3, kls)Nl, E O,,,p@ P(N,m). But TS SnN so 
CXlslNl.=XNlT’ 
Conversely suppose xN 1 T E 0, ,,p @ P(N, m). Since 1: = 1, by Lemma 1, 
we have~1,=~1~=01,1~)~EO~~,~@P(G,m). 
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DEFINITION. If m is a positive integer and p is a prime number, let m, 
denote the p-part of m. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let x E Q 0 Q(G, m). Then x1,(,, x) E O,,,(,, 0 P(G, m) 
if and only if xx extends to an N(m, x)-invariant element of O,,,, @ 
R VW, ~1, m,). 
Proof: By Lemma 2 we may and will assume that G = N(m,x). Let 
P = P, and let P = P, = P(m, x). Let E be a primitive m’ th root of 1. Then 
{ei}, 0 < i < cp(m’) - 1, is a basis of Q,, over Q and an integral basis of O,, 
over Z. 
Suppose xx has an N(m, x)-invariant extension to O,,,, @ R (p, mp). Any 
such extension can be written in the form JJ ei Bi where the Bi lie in 
Z,, @ R(p, m,,) and the range of summation here and later in this proof is 
0 < i < cp(m’) - 1. The oi are G-invariant by the linear independence of the ei 
over Q,, and xx = 2 &Vi 1 p. We will construct elements vi E Zp 0 P(G, m) 
such that qi,x = ciei Ip. 
Now fix i and let x = xlxz as in the proof of Proposition 3. As in the proof 
of that proposition, we will identify subgroups of G disjoint from (x,) with 
their images in G/(x,), and similarly for (x2). 
There exists oi E Z, @ P(G/(x,), mp) such that w~,~, = Bi Ip. In fact, Wi 
can be taken to be (Ext Inf ei) lscx,, 1). See the proof of Proposition 4 for the 
definition of Ext Inf. The proof of the main theorem of [5] shows that wi lies 
in Z, 0 P(G/(x,), m,). 
We assume Wi = Oi lS(x,,l) and by Lemma 2 obtain an expression 
Oi = Ck dk G/(X2) for ak E Zp and linear characters Ak, of order dividing m,, 
of subgroups Pkbk) of G/(x2) with P, &P and (yk) E (x,). Now consider 
Pk(yk) as a subgroup of G, let pi be the linear character of (x2) such that 
pi(xJ = ei, and let vi E Zp @ P(G, m) be defined by vi = &a&k Xpi)‘. 
This makes sense because P, and therefore Pkok), centralize (x2); see for 
example the second to last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3. 
We claim that pi is G-invariant. Let pi = nj vi where the vj are the 
restrictions of pi to the Sylow subgroups of (x2). It suffices to show that the 
rj are G-invariant. Let v be any fixed vi, so v is a linear character of a 
subgroup (w) of (x2) of order r”, for r prime and n a positive integer. By the 
definition of (x,}, 1 # (w), c Z(G); so G acts on (w) as a cyclic r-group 
(unless r = m: = 2 in which case v has order at most 2 and is obviously G- 
invariant). Let g E G be an element whose image in G/C,(w) generates 
G/C,(w). We have wg= wlfrm for some m satisfying 1 < m & n, so 
conjugation by g raises every element of (w) to the 1 + rm power. It follows 
that wr”-“-I & Z(G) so 1 VI < rn: Q / (w) n Z(G)1 < r”. Therefore, v(w’) = 
v(wl+‘“) = v(w)l+~=  v(w), so VB = v and v is G-invariant. It follows that pi 
is G-invariant. 
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Since p’i is invariant in G the definition of induced characters yields 
qk x p,)G@XlX2) = &‘pz) (px,) for all p E P. Therefore, ql(px,x,) = 
&,(pxJ for all p E P so 
( ) C’Ii x 
= C rti,x = C dCO,, =C eiei Ip = Xx. 
If we set q = C vi, we have qX =xX. Since x and q both lie in Q 0 Q(G, m), 
it follows by an algebraically conjugate characters argument that 
xl S(m,xJ = vlS(m,x) and, therefore, by Proposition 3, ~~~~~~~~ E O,,,p @ 
P(G, ml. 
For the converse, we use the fact that s(m,x) C_ S,, and therefore, 
xl S(rn,X) =XlSon,x) Lx. It suffices by Proposition 2 to show that (A x p),” 
extends to a G-invariant element of O,,,, @ R(tj, m,) whenever 1 is a linear 
character of order dividing mp of a group Pkb,,) with P, C_ P, Ok) 5 (x,), 
and ,u a linear character of order dividing m’ of a subgroup (z,J E (x2). We 
may and will assume that (yL) = (x1) and (z,J = (x2) since otherwise 
(1 x ,u): = 0. As in the preceding paragraph the definition of induced 
characters gives (1 X ,u),” = ,u(xJ(IZ~‘(~*))~, and by Proposition 4, (I1G’(Xz))II 
extends to a G/(x,)-invariant element i of Zp @ R(p, m,). It follows that x is 
a G-invariant element of Z,, @ R(p, mp), so (A x 1~): extends to a G-invariant 
element of O,,,, @ R(p, mJ. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let x E Q @ Q(G, m). Then x E Z,, @ P(G, m) if and 
only if for each cyclic p’-subgroup (x) of G, xX extends to an N(m, x)- 
invariant element of O,,, @ R(P(m, x), mJ. Furthermore, if x is a 
generalized character of G, then x E P(G, m) if and only ifx E Zp 0 P(G, m) 
for all p dividing 1 GI. 
Proof. If x E Zp @ P(G, m), then for each cyclic p’-subgroup (x), 
xl S(m. x) E OmJ,p @ P(G, m) by Proposition 3, so by Proposition 5, xX extends 
to an N(m, x)-invariant element of O,,,, @ P(G, m). 
Conversely, if each xX extends to an N(m, x)-invariant element of O,l,p 0 
R(P(m, x), mJ, then by Proposition 5, x E O,,p 0 P(G, m) since the distinct 
1 S(m,x) add UP to 1,. 
We claim that Q 0 Q(G, m) n O,,p @ P(G, m) = Zp 0 P(G, m). Our proof 
will follow Dade [ 11. By the elementary divisor theorem there exists a Z,- 
basis ‘pi ,..., q)n of Z, 0 Q(G, m) and nonnegative integers e, ,..., e, such that 
pelqI ,...,pe”rp, is a Z,-basis of Z, @ P(G, m). Since the natural Z-basis of 
Q(G, m) is linearly independent over C, so is (pl,..., qn. Now let 
0 E Q 0 Q(G, m) n O,,, 0 P(G, m). We can write 0 = c rfli = c afper vi 
for ri E Q and ai E O,,,. Since the rpi are linearly independent over C we 
have ri = a@!; so a, E Q n O,,p = Z, and so B E Z, 0 P(G, m). 
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To prove the last assertion of the theorem, suppose that x E Zp 0 P(G, m) 
for all p dividing ( G ]. Then for each p we can find an integer n(p) prime to p 
such that n(p)x E P(G, m). To show that x E P(G, m), it therefore suffices to 
show that 1 G Ix E P(G, m). 
By Artin’s induction theorem, ]G] 1, is an integral linear combination of 
1: for cyclic subgroups C of G. Thus, it suffices to show P(G, m) = Q(G, m) 
when G is cyclic. For this it suffices to show that an appropriate sum of 
algebraic conjugates of a faithful linear character 1 of G lies in P(G, m). 
Let n = 1 GI and let s = g.c.d.(n, m). Let {G,} be the set of Sylow 
subgroups of G and let Ai = L Jc,. Let pi be the.prime divisor of 1 G,I. We must 
show that p = ,kGal (Qn/Qs) 1” lies in P(G, m). We have ,u = n pi where pi is 
the appropriate sum of conjugates of Ai. Since p, E R(G, mpi), we have 
pi E P(G,, mp,) by Proposition 1. It follows that p E P(G, m). 
Remarks. It is easy to see that if x E Q @ Q(G, m) as in the statement of 
the Main Theorem, then xX is N(m, x)-invariant. If x E Zp @ Q(G, m), then 
xx E %I~,, @ Q(P,, m,) by an argument similar to that of [5, Lemma 21. In 
particular, if m = ] GI, the Main theorem yields the p-integral version of 
Brauer’s characterization of characters mentioned in the Introduction. 
It might seem that the criterion in the Main Theorem for x to lie in 
Zp 0 P(G, m) is more complicated than the criterion in the main theorem of 
[5] because one must consider O,,, p rather than Zp linear combinations of 
characters of P(m, x). In fact, however, one can immediately reduce to Zp- 
linear combinations of characters of P(m, x) by writing xx = ,YTiy”-’ siei, 
where 8, E Q 0 Q(P,, m,). Then xX has an N(m, x)-invariant extension to 
0 m,.p @ R(P(m, x), m,) if and only if each 19~ has an N(m, x)-invariant 
extension to Zp 0 R(P(m, x), m,). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
COROLLARY 1. Let m be an integer which is divisible by every prime 
dividing 1 G I, and by 4 if I G I is even. Then Q(G, m) = P(G, m). 
Proof. By the choice of m, P(m,x) always equals P, and 
P(P,, mp) = R(P,, m,) = Q(P,, m,). Let x E Q(G, m). By the remarks 
following the Main Theorem, xX is an N(m, x)-invariant element of 
0 m ,,p 0 Q(P,, mJ and the corollary follows. 
Solomon had proved in [S, Theorem 7) that for m as in Corollary 1, 
every irreducible character of G has Schur index 1 over Q,, so Corollary 1 
is a stronger version of his theorem. 
We now mention another result of the same kind. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let p be an odd prime divisor of 1 GI and let m be 
divisible by all odd prime divisors of 1 GI except possibly p. Then 
2, 0 Q(G m) = Z, 0 P(G, ml. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the preceding corollary. 
One can use the Main Theorem to estimate Schur indices over Q,, using 
the fact (see [6, Lemma 10.2(c)]) that if 8 E O,,p @ P(G, m) and x E Irr(G), 
the inner product 01, 9)G is divisible in O,,p by the Schur index of x over Q,. 
In view of the Main Theorem, it suffices to take 0 with support on some 
S(m,x). The next corollary concerns the most important special case. 
COROLLARY 3. Let x E Irr(G). Then the inner product 01, lScm, JG is 
divisible in O,,,, by the Schur index of x over Q,. 
Proof: This is immediate from [6, Lemma 10.2(c)] and Proposition 3. 
The special case m = 1 of Corollary 3 has been studied in some detail in 
141. 
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